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Drivers of Change

The six key forces that will 

have a profound impact on 

the future of the Internet in 

the years to come.

Areas of Impact

The three critical features 

related to the future Internet, 

upon which the Drivers will 

have a decisive impact. 



Drivers of Change

Technological, economic, regulatory, 

security and network related 

challenges for the future Internet.

In all cases, the implications of one 

Driver are inextricably tied to 

another.
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The Role of Government 

As�the�Internet�becomes�more�deeply�embedded�into�

every�aspect�of�our�lives,�governments�will�to�play�

a�far�more�act ive�role�in�ways�that�will�impact�the�

economy,�civil�rights,�freedoms�and�the�Internet�itself.�

Drivers of Change

Overview

1�In�mult istakeholder�processes,�individuals�and�organisat ions�(stakeholders)�from�different�realms�participate�alongside�each�other�to�share�ideas�or�develop�

consensus�policy.�In�multilateral�systems,�several�countries�and�governments�work�together�to�solve�a�particular�problem�or�reach�a�shared�goal.

As the Internet expands further into our economy 

and society, governments will be even more 

active, both as policymakers and as Internet users 

themselves. From cybersecurity to societal issues to 

technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and 

Art ific

i

al  Int el ligence (AI ), gover nme nt s wi ll face a  

host of new and complex issues that will challenge 

all aspects of their decision-making. Technology 

will increasingly influence the relat ionship 

between governments and other stakeholders. 

As public services and data collection shift  to 

private companies, the roles of the public and 

private sectors will continue to blur, complicating 

how cit izens hold governments to account. How 

governments respond to these challenges in the 

future will impact not only our freedoms, rights and 

the economy, but also the Internet itself. 

Internationally, cybersecurity will drive global 

governance discussions for the foreseeable future, 

with the growing risk that governments will limit 

freedoms or undermine the global nature of the 

Internet. The Internet will not be immune to the 

evolving geopolit ical tensions driven by nationalism, 

mult ilateralism and global power dynamics. How and 

if states resolve these tensions in the coming years 

will have tangible implications for the global 

reach of the technology as well as the overall 

growth of the Internet economy. To the extent  

that international cooperation continues in the 

Internet space, we expect that the tension between 

mult i-stakeholder and mult ilateral1 approaches to 

Internet policy will cont inue. 

The future of Internet openness will depend 

on how governments deal with the growing 

pressure to respond to security challenges. 

New technologies and game-changing business 

models will force governments to work 

different ly and more inclusively. 

Roles and responsibilit ies in the public and 

private sectors will cont inue to blur, creat ing 

accountability challenges. 

Government policies and structures will be 

ill-equipped to keep pace with technological 

developments.

Nat ionalist ic policies will endanger valuable 

cross border data flows, trigger fragmentat ion  

of the network, and silence crit ical stakeholders. 
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The Internet Economy 

In�a�hyperconnected�world,�no�sector�of�the�

economy�will�be�untouched�by�technology�and�only�

those�who�adapt�quickly�to�technological�change�

will�be�successful.�

Drivers of Change

Overview

The Internet economy will evolve substantially 

over the next ten years, fueled by innovat ions in 

technology and business models. Advances such 

as the Internet of Things (IoT), Art ificial Intelligence 

(AI), and blockchain could bring about an industrial 

and technological “renaissance”. Our community 

believes that the Internet will promote drastic shifts 

across all sectors of the future Internet economy. 

In a hyperconnected economy, no sector of the 

economy will be untouched by technology — 

hospitals, transportat ion companies, manufacturing 

fir

m

s  — and onl y those wh o adapt  qui ckl y to  

technological change will be successful. 

This rapid change will disrupt businesses and 

increase pressure on societ ies, part icularly on jobs 

and economic opportunity. Business models and 

the nature of work will be profoundly changed. It  

is far from clear whether this technology-driven 

disruption will favour exist ing Internet plat forms 

or bring greater competit ion and entrepreneurship. 

Either way, governments and society at large will 

need to quickly adapt to the new economy and  

its policy challenges. 

We are on the verge of a technological 

paradigm shift  as the digital and physical 

worlds converge. This technology “renaissance” 

will disrupt  exist ing economic st ructures and 

business models in ways that society is only 

beginning to understand.

All parts of society — from local communit ies 

to educat ion systems, healthcare and public 

services — will have to adapt to the pace  

of change. 

Governments, and part icularly policy-makers, 

will be ill equipped to respond to the economic 

and social pressures of IoT and AI.

Market consolidat ion by Internet  service and 

access providers could spur the growth of 

so-called “walled gardens” — closed plat forms 

with proprietary ecosystems — leading to a 

loss of choice, constraints on innovat ion and 

Internet  fragmentat ion.

Those economies and new market leaders who 

successfully ant icipate this paradigm shift  will 

drive innovat ion and entrepreneurship. 



Areas of Impact

Our community identified three issue 

areas that are crucial for the future 

Internet. 

These issue areas also reflect the 

Internet Society’s fundamental belief that 

the interests of the user and society 

must remain at the forefront of any 

discussion on the future of the Internet. 

Personal 

Freedoms and 

Rights 

Digital Divides 

Media and 

Society 
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Personal Freedoms & Rights

Personal�Freedoms�&�Rights�and�Freedoms�online�face�an�uncertain�future.� 

Declining�trust,�extreme�cybersecurity�laws,�and�the�wave�of�technological�transformation� 

all�pose�grave�threats�to�fundamental�rights�like�free�speech�and�privacy.

As the scope and severity of cyber threats 

intensifies, and as global Internet  plat forms 

are used to deliberately spread disinformation, 

users will lose trust  in the Internet .

If aligned with human interests, advancements 

in technology will change the lives of people 

all across the globe by making the delivery 

of crit ical services more efficient and by 

t ransforming educat ion, healthcare, and many 

other aspects of the economy and society. 

Advanced deployments of AI & IoT will result  

in the generat ion and collect ion of enormous 

amounts of information about individuals 

that  can be analysed in ways that are deeply 

personal and that  will raise the potent ial for  

a “surveillance society” to emerge. 

All governments are under increasing polit ical, 

economic and social pressure to respond to 

cyber threats, terrorism and violent behaviour 

online. Measures that may be intended to 

secure cyberspace will increasingly undermine 

Personal Freedoms & Rights.

Overview

For many, the growth and ubiquity of the Internet 

is a sign of progress and innovat ion. They see 

the Internet as an enabler of human rights such 

as free expression, free associat ion, and social 

empowerment. The Internet allows people to 

create and join new communit ies and eliminates 

geographical barriers to making connections. 

Younger users and those in developing countries 

are part icularly optimist ic about the future of the 

Internet and the ability to use the technology to 

better their lives and create their futures. And yet, 

many in our community are worried that the future 

will see greater challenges to core Internet rights like 

privacy and free expression. 

The future of the Internet is inextricably t ied to 

people’s ability to trust it  as a means to improve 

society, empower individuals and enable the 

enjoyment of human rights and freedoms. 

Powerful Internet-enabled data analyt ics and 

art ific

i

al  int el ligence wi ll rai se imp or tant  quest i ons  

about the future of personal autonomy and 

decision-making and a lack of transparency may 

undermine user trust. As the scope and severity 

of cyber threats continues to grow, governments 

will put stronger measures in place, often in the 

name of national security, that will impact personal 

freedom and human rights. We already see a decline 

in Internet freedom across the globe and we fear 

that, without a change of course, personal freedoms 

and rights online may well be nearing a point of 

irreversible decline.
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Among our findings:

Digital Divides

• Many nations may be left behind in the evolution of 

AI and IoT

• A new security divide will materialize

• Consolidation of networks and platforms will affect 

and limit new opportunities



Conclusion 

• Human values must drive technology development and 

use

• Human rights apply online as well as offline

• Put users interest first regarding their own data 

• Act now to close digital divides  

• Take a collaborative approach to security 

• Empower people to shape their own future
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